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About This Video

Document is about PC games development. The goal is reveal what's behind the scene of the PC games known all over the
world. We´re focusing on special projects which are interesting and have potential to represent czech software developing scene.

In the document, you can see altogether of 4 development teams and studios. Each team works on an entirely different concept
project with the different approach to work. First team Amanita Design is where we focus on the game Samorost 3 which is in

development for 5 years already. The company is typical for unique visual work.

Next company is Keen Software House which is developing games Space Engineers, Medival Engineers and artificial
intelligence GoodAi. An entirely original experiment titled GoodAi has unique approach to topic, special concept and plenty of

PC games integration possibilities.

The team of the Dreadlocks company is developing a new horror game which is intended primarily for set of Virtual Reality.
The game is special in many ways. Main characters will be represented by real actors and game locations will be create

according to the real places on the Earth. Players can have an approach to the inaccessible and frightening places using virtual
reality.

Last game is Phonopolis, which is a first work of the three-members team. The game developing is special for working process.
Handmade paper models are photographing and then transforming into the 3D models. After, they are animated and integrated

to the computer code. Future of Phonopolis depends on response to demo version and following support.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7
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new game documentary movie

I think this game is good. Have good graphics and gameplay.
Worth the price and wait time.. second best hunting game on steam. boring and repititive nothing interesting at all, should have
change to Free to play instead waste of my 1,100 Gems
Get this game if you want but i would suggest that you save your money to buy other game.. I do not recommend this to anyone.
It is short boring and not even really a story dlc. Its a 30 minute expidition. This means you can't take any of your gear from the
main game and there is barely any content in it. $10 is way too much for a dlc that has less content than a call of duty map pack..
First day out on EA and wow!!! Already 3hrs in the game leveling fairly well on default settings. Combat is intense and a lot of
fun. If you are a fan or the Walking Dead or the old 80;s zombie movies where you get overwelmed by large numbers you will
love this game. 7 Days to Die is a great zombie survival but this game is a Zombie Horde survival game.

I will say this and I hope everyone hears it. This is an incomplete game. I have not found many issues yet but they are there. If
you do not want to deal with bugs and incomplete feature list do us all a favor and give it a year.

Outside of that if you like Survive the Nights, 7 Days to Die, or Just Survive this is the game for you. Get in now while it is
cheap will not stay this price forever!!. Featuring about 6-8 hours of gameplay, Driftmoon delivers a fresh indie RPG with a
very smooth well done pace, smart puzzles and hundreds of well weaved conversations.
The lacking of high-end graphics and sounds is acceptable due to the game’s simplicity and the story - while not so engaging - is
family friendly and enables many endings depending on the player’s actions.. Do you like puzzle games with story and
exploration? Here's a game for you.

So how're the puzzles? There are some reoccuring pattern matching-type ones in various forms, with the main puzzles having
quite a degree of variety to them, and there are plenty of them. This isn't "The Witness" though, the puzzles have meaning in the
environment and story, it's not just a fun house of meaningless puzzles to solve. There was only one puzzle that I got super-stuck
with, but there is an on-demand hint system to help you out.

How's the story? It certainly kept me interested enough, and I won't mention specifics as to not spoil it, but the game is certainly
driven very much by the story.

Exploration? The graphics/style are very nice to look at, though not gob-smackingly jaw-dropping like "The Vanishing of Ethan
Carter". You can poke around in various rooms and environments to find more stuff to read and look at, as well as turn on every
candle and light you can see, prettying up the environment even more. The weather and time-of-day changes throughout as well.

My only major gripe is the lack of FOV control, though the default is just-about acceptable. Bit irritating though, as I did ask
about it when they demoed it at EGX, and they said it would be added!

Overall, recommended for people who like these kinds of games.. This game is simple, yet so addictive! I'll admit I've never
played anything like it but I definitely will.. No, thank you.. It's not too hard to make a Streets of Rage spoof but it's hard to
make one that stands out among the innumerable spoofs, homages, and rip-offs out there. Big Action Mega Fight! tries to be
funny and cute but comes across as obnoxious and quickly gets very boring with it's bland, lifeless and repetitive levels, a tiny
amount of characters, and forgetable music. The moves are very basic with only punching and a few silly specials available.
There's no kicking, no grappling, no jumping, and no combos.

At 38 levels across various parts of a city it's mercifully short and works fine as a casual game to eat up five or ten minutes here
and there. But once you finish this you'll never think of it again. The achievements do not pop on-screen nor do they tally in the
stats, so you'll never know where you stand with some of the grinding achievements, meaning you have to revert back to the
Steam overlay to check, which is annoying.

At this price point, I can't complain, but a classic is certainly ain't.
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Best game ever made 10\/10 still better than COD. you can die easy in this game but the story good and so is the gameplay,
8/10.. First - this is a very different game than the first Mars Colony. The "Colony" is established and running - you are here to
explore and build your own base; basically make money. I am frustrated with the crappy reviews by folks that haven't spent any
real time in the game - or looked at Hyperkat's forums to get an idea of what this edition is about. Dumbed down? No.
Simplified to let you focus on a more strategic approach to survival and thriving, Yes. Enjoyed the game despite a few little
bugs. I recommend this game!. This game has a glimmer of potential buried under a pile of rubbish. The progression system and
controls are at odds with each other making the game seem surprisingly mean-spirited. I'm fairly sure this game is actually
trying to make you hate it, once I cleared the first world and started developing a begrudging affection for it it deleted my save..
Old But Gold.

9.5/10. I first watched this a couple years ago. It's a favorite of mine & one of the best web series out there. Check it out if you
get a chance.. much fun very swag need game very good. much cheap. much funny. I liked the effort made trying to link it to
Murakami's stories but unfortunately it felt like it affected the gameplay too much and felt to me like the events were random
and not really related to my success whilst many of the puzzles did not make sense to me and made me very frustrated.
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